Your Senior Class Gift to the Alumni Fund may be designated to any of the following six categories:

- **Unrestricted Current Use**: gifts are applied where the dollars are needed most and benefit the budget of most departments throughout Yale.
- **Faculty Support and Curriculum Development**: supports the faculty, as well as guest lecturers, symposia, and workshops.
- **Financial Aid**: helps Yale maintain its need-blind admissions policy and provides many of the term scholarships in financial aid packages.
- **Library Resources**: funds new acquisitions and the conservation of existing collections for Yale’s library facilities.
- **Undergraduate Life**: funds all aspects of extracurricular life at Yale — the arts, residential college activities, volunteer pursuits, publications, and athletics.
- **Facilities**: supports the construction, renovation, and maintenance of Yale’s world-renowned campus.

Please note: Gifts to specific sports teams, student organizations, and secret societies do not count for Senior Class Gift since these are restricted purposes.

The Yale Alumni Fund
Annual gifts to the Alumni Fund immediately provide essential support for financial aid, teaching, and all aspects of academic and cultural life at Yale College. For additional information about the Senior Class Gift, please contact Amanda Lee Aponte at 203.432.5486 or amandalee.aponte@yale.edu.
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Nathan Hale Associates
Celebrating Yale’s Most Generous Annual Donors
Members of the Class of 2015 who contribute $100 or more are recognized as Nathan Hale Associates (NHA) leadership donors and will be listed on the Senior Class Gift leadership donors page and in the online Annual Report.
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